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This Technical Report contains three publications which
were prepared between 1 May 1977 and 31 December 1977:
1)

a paper on sonic reflectivity which appeared in the

September 1977 issue of the journal Ultrasonics,
2)

a summary of a paper on nonlinear characteristics of

plate modes which was presented at the 9th ICA in July 1977,
3)
a paper on sonic reflections from thick solid plates
which has been submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research in November 1977.
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Non-specular reflection from solid plates
and half-spaces
L.E. PITTS and W.G. MAYER

Recent theoretical developments for the reflection effects seen for an ultrasonic bounded
beam reflected from a solid surface are presented and a discussion of the implications of
these developments is related to the case of reflection from infinite half-spaces and solid
plates.

Introduction
Ultrasonic beams have been used in the areas of ultrasonic
testiny and measurement for many years. However, a unified
theoretical description of the reflection of ultrasonic beams
from solid svrfaces in a liquid medium is a relatively recent
development.-" Theoretical results presented' 3 indicate
tha' a new perspective is necessary when discussing the
reflection effects fiom solid surfaces. In particular, the ra-nifications of using a thick solid plate to represent an infinite
half-space remains somewhat clouded by the new experimental and theoretical results during the past several years. This
paper is meant to be a descriptive commentary on the
assumptions about the different effects encountered when
using 'thick' solid plates a- opposed to the effects seen from
'thi.' solid plates for the reflection of an ultrasonic beam
which is incident from a liquid medium.

pressure), it will be assumed throughout that the incident
sound beam is Gaussian. If the surface of reflection is taken
as the x-y plane, and the beam is incident with a wave vector
in the x-z plane, the incident particle d'splacement, U1 in
normalized form, can be taken to be of the form

U1(xVz)

cxp

-- (x cos O

ixki + izk', -

-

z sin 6j/W) 2 +

iwtl

(1)

where 0j is the incident angle of the beam, Wis one-half the
beam width and k is the incid2nt wave vector. Other variables
in (1) are co, the angular frequency, and k' = %/(k2 - kj),
where k i = k sin 0j. By employing the Fourier transform,
an alternative relationship for the incident beam is
+_
U•(x, z)
(l/2v)
V (k.) x

The beam reflection mechanism
A theoretical analysis of a reflected sound beam can be
accomplished by employing Fourier transforms" 3 to show
that an incident bounded beam is mathematically equivalent
to asum of infinite plane waves of identical frequency but
with different amplitudes and at different incident angles.
"Thus,the incident beam is a superposition of these infinite

where k2

-

iot I dkx

(2)

(k, - tx)2 (W/2 cos 01)2

(4)

i (xk• + zkj)
and

-

)
,p

plane waves. Thereforfe, the reflected sound field, for a beam
incident on a solid plate, isa sum over each of the constituent
reflected infinite plane wav;s, where the amplitude and p
phase change of each plane wave is given by the plane wave
amplitude reflection coefficient. The kiplitude profile of
the reflected sound field is determined by the superposition
of the reflected infinite plane wa~ves.
Since most ultrasonic transducers produce beams with an
approximately Gaussian profile (spaclal dependence of the
"rTM aumthors!' work was carried out In the Physics Delportment.
Coeorgotown University, Washinglton, IXC20057, USA. Or L.E,
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Thus, V(k•) can be interpreted as the amplitude of an
incident infinite plane wave, incident from the angle 9,
where k. - k sin 6.
Hence, the reflected sound profile can be defined by summing
over all of the individual infinite piano waves by using the
reflection coefficient of infinite plane waves, R (k,,.
the reflected sound field is given by

Thus,
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specular reflections occur when the Gaussian bcam is incident
su/ that sin 01 (and thus the function V(k,) is appreciably
large) is near a point where the reflection coefficient undergoes a major change. As Fig. 2 indicates, there art; two
different types of major changes in R(k,). The first type
occurs when the reflection coefficicnt amplitude undergoes
rapid decrease to zero while the phase of the reflection

/ch
/i

xa
W

rta,,nQ sound

/T

ieOld

coefficient undergoes a phase change of 21r radians. Thus,

\Null
Liquid

..

sol'd

Liquid
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of typical nun spaula reflection from
t solid plate in a liquid. The length of arrows is approxrimately proportional to sound intensities. (Alter Ref. 3)

UR(x~z) =(l/21r)

J R(kA)
1f

V(k•)

x

the inlinite plane waves making up the incident beam
undergo an amplitude and phase change. The superposition
Of the reflected infinite plane waves makes up thc reflected
sound field. The second type of major change in R(k 0 )
results at the point where the reflection coefficient amplitude remains constant and the phase of the reflection
coefficient changes by approximately 2ir. For reasons to be
explained later, the first type of change will be referred to
as a Lamb.type change and the second type will be called a
Rayleigh-type change. Hence, the important aspect of the
reflection coefficient is that changes In the reflection profile
are caused by the interference of the reflected infinite plane
waves making up the incident beanm, each of which is
reflected with a different amplitude and phase shift.
The integral in (6) has been evaluated 3 by using a contour

exp i (xk., -- xk,)

--

wt I dk,

(5)

At the surface of the interface, z = 0, the above equation
reduces to
UR(x,O)

(l/10)

f

R(k,) V(k.) x

cxp I ixk, - iwe I dk;

integration in complex k, space and the residue theorem.

Thus, the solution can be well approximated by utilizing the
poles and zeroes of the function R (k.) in the complex k,
plane. An analysis of the reflection coefficient has shown" 4
that the zeroes and poles exist in pairs, and the types of
"poles can be categorized in terms of the relationship of the
zero to the pole in the complex k., plane. One type of pole
zero pair has the pole in the complex plane and the zero on

(6)

Thus, the reflected sound field can be found if the plane
wave reflection coefficient is known.
It has been noted experimentally that an ultrasonic beam
reflected from a solid interface undergoes a non-specular
reflection when the beam is incident at certain angles.
Fig. I shows schematically the centi al features of the
reflected sound field for one of these non-specular refleclions. The length of the arrows i i the figure corresponds to
the sound intensity levels. The eflected sound field has
three significant features: (I) 'nti presence of a null intensity
point not found in the inciden t beam, (2) a lateral displacement of the main portion of the reflected beam along the
interface of the boundary and (3) the presence of what will
be called the trailing sound field'. The dashed line in the
figure shows a specularly reflected beam.
The physical mechanisnm for tire non-specular reflection can

be analysed by considering the form of UR(x, 0), given by
(6). The term V(k,) acts as a damping factor in the integral
such that the integrand is appreciably large only when
V(k;), a Gaussian function given in (4), is large. Thus the
S
integration is effectively completed over only a small region
of k values when k., a ki. The other important factor in
the integrarci i6 the reflection coefficien, R(k.). It can be
shown that for any set of solid and liquid materials, the
,efiection coefficient can be writtcn in terms of only two
variables: 4 tile sine of the incident angle, sin 0, and the pro-

the real k,, axis, thus causing the zeroes of R((k,) seen in
Fig. 2. Since the real part of the pole 4location is related to a
Lamb-mode of vibration of the plate, this pole will be
called a Lamb-type pole and the non-specular reflection
caused by the zero/pole pair will be called a Lamb-type
reflection. The second type of zero/pole pair has a pole in
the complex k, plane and a zero at the mirror image across
the real k, axis. The real part of this pole is related to a
Rayleigh-mode of vibration of the plate. Thus, it will be
called a Raylelgh-type pole. The major changes of the reflection coefficient outlined earlier can be directly related to
the zero/pole pairs. It should be noted that Fig. 2 indicates
1-
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duct of the frequency and the thickness of the plate, Id.
Fig. 2 shows a typical reflection coefficient for a brass plate

Fig. 2 Modulus Jsolid lines) end phase (dashed linesl of reflection
coefficient a a function of sin 0 for a btews plate in water with an

in water for which thefd paranteter is 6 MILz min. The non-

Olof 6 MHz mm
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Experimental considerations and the h parameter
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was shown, in the previous section that a nonl-spccular

effect can he ciomplctely described hy a single
parameter h. Ali analysis of this paramietcr will piovide
information abonut what physical situations will result in
flof-si)Ccular reflection effects, It is imnportant to realize

Ireflection
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inoratontopredict a no-pcirreflection, since the
h parameter must be within the limits of 0.05 <h < 4.
Cearly, a prediction of a non-specular reflection involves a
knowledge of both real and imaginary parts of the function
Op where sill Op
kpIk. An analysis of the pole locations of tlie reflected coefficient" shuws that the pole locatlon is a funiction, of the paramecter fd where f is the frequency
and d is the thickness of tile solid plate. Fig. 5 shows a typical
case for the location of die real parts of the pole locations
as a function of fd for a brass plate in water. The variable
used is Ke(sio Op). The pole trajectories as a function of fd
are labelled as symimettic or antisyninactric nmodes, since
each pole is related to a possible miode of vibration of the

a major distinction between the types of non-specular

I

/

reflection effects which one expects to see. I-or Lamrb-type

reflections, the amplitudes of the infinite plane wavesbem1
decrease upon reflection, due to transmission through the
plate. H-owever, fur Rayleigh-type reflections, the energy is
totally reflected, althouga the beam loses its previous
definition and results in a non-specular reflection profile.

0

Theoretical analyses of the reflection profile of a Gaussian

incident beams fromt a liquid onto a solid infinite half-space'
(QIS interface) and for a beam incident un a solid plate 3
(Q/Linterface,)i
has been
eon tatcoptihed
r Fleton coefcit
(ISLinterface
i
have
) been
fudtacct
lshd
refecio
the o coefficient
has only one significant pole/'eru pair and it is a Rayleightype pole. However, for the l/IS/L interface case (plate),A
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4 Rayleigh-type reflection of sound Intensity for various vaiueu

21rWf Im(sin08P)!(V cus O)
Wlim(kp)/cos 0,
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*there
exists one Rayleigh-type pole and several Lamib-type
*poles,
as indicated byRk, nFg . nec ae h
reflected sound field for k, = Re(kp) where kp is a pole
location of R~k-.), can be parameterized in terms of a single

h

ciden

of the parameter h, calculated after Ref. 1

(7)

where k.is the pole location (corresponding to the sin 0
villue in Fig. 2 where thle reflection coefficient undergoes a
ksin 0, = 21rf sint Op/V, where V
major chanige), kP
is the velocity of the sound in the liquid. Since the reflec
tion coefficient undergoes different types of changes for the
two types of poles, one expects different types of beami
porofies (Lamb-type reflections and Rayleigh-type reflections).
In terams of the parameter h, the non-spCcular' reflection
effects ate shown in Figs 3 and 4 for several values of h.

.
A
-____

C
so

4D

The primary difference between the two types of nonspecular reflections is that all of the incident sound energy
lisreflected for the Rayleigh-type reflection, while a
tranismitted sound field which is present for the Lamb-type
reflection causes a decrceaae in tb-- total reflected energy as
h Increases. It can be sectn from Figs 3 and 4 that non-

S,
'A

0

specular reflection effects occur for a range of h values from

Figi.

Al = 0.05 to approximately h

voera.

= 4.
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solid plate. Fig. 6 !lrhrws tire Imiagina ry part of thre pole
lo~atiuirs for three poles as a function of fd for a brass plate
in water.
Asfd increases (increasing plate thickness) it can be scerr
that a definite dit ference develops between the zeroth order
poles (Vitylciglr-rode piole) arid the other pole Itrajectories,
in that lor thre Rayleigh-rirode poles, the Imaginary part of
the pole location is constant as a function of fd, while for
the Uamb-mode poles, the Imaginary part of the pole location decreases for increasing values offd. Most experimental
work on Lamb-type reflections has been done at relatively
smlall fd values (fd less than 12 MI Iz inm). However, tire
results shown here indiciiie that the non-specular reflection
effects depend only onl tire paramneter hi. Tihus, even for
large fd values, a iorn-specular reflection effect could be
possible if It were greater than 0.05. If lrrr(sirr Op) decreases
with incrcasirrgfd, tire value off nmust be large to see a nonspecular reflection effect. Henice Lanrb-typc ronr-spec~ular
reflectionr effects are generally observable fur large fd values
when high frequencies anduthnin plates arc used. I hus, the
use of thin plates has beenr associated with the presence of
Lamib-type non-specular reflections, although the exact
definition of 'thin' reminais amibiguous.

Wibs, anl infinite half-space would produce no Tamnl--type
rcflcctit~ii;. Since the lainb-typc rcflcctioiis are governed by
the parameter If, if h is very small, no I amb-type reflctions
will be seen. However, frorri the fact that Im (sin 0,.) generally decreases asfdl increases it should not be erroneously
interpreted that If can be assuimed smtall, because for large!f
~vahirs, If could be appreciably large even thonughr fd islarge.
Areceint study' has shownr that Lanib-type reflections can
be seen at fd values of at least 35 MHz mm when the plate
thickness could generally be cot, -:,ed large. For example,
fgr a glass plate in water, for fd
JO3
MHz mm, there are
poles with Imi (sitl 0,) values of approxitinately
3 Milz and d --- 10 min (a thick plate),
0.002. For f
would result in anl If value of 0.24 when W 9.5 min.
Although this plate thickness would generally be considered
to be sufficient to assumne that the platle would act as an
infinite half-space, It is clear that [arrib-type reflections are
present. 1herefore, it is seen that the use of a 'thick' solid
plate to ap~proximrate air infinite half-space Is not sufficiertt
for excluding I ~inib-type re flectionis.
It should be noted that the pole locations for muost metals
which have been considered show that lmi(sin Op) for fd
greater than 20 Mllbs mui is less than 0.00J08. Therefore, for
most metals, when frequencies under 10 Mllz are used, It
will be less than 0.05 so that no La mh-type reflections will
be observed. ' Since Em (sin 0Op)corresponding to a
Rayleigh-type pole is constant as fd increases, the single
Rayleigh-type nun-specrilar reflection will be seen. Thus,
under certain conditions, large fd values do allow a 'thick'
plate to be used as an approximactioin to an infiuniii: half-space,
although a prior knowledge about the locationrs of the poles
of tire reflectioun coefficient is necessary to nnrnl, the prediction of the accuracy of the assumptions used.
Acknowledgement
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NONLINEARITIES
Brower, N. G.
Mayer. W. G.
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IN LAMB WAVES
Physics Department, Georgetown University
Washington, 0. C. 20057

INTRODUCTION
The equations of motion become nonlinear for finite amplitude. Lam modes propagating
In Isoiropic plates. Hence,. wode Interactions may occur. Two such Interactions are
the Lamb miode three.1phonon Interaction and Lamb mods second harmonic generation.
These two Interactions are Investigated experim'entally.
THEORETICAL BASES
The nonlinear equations of motion for an Isotropic plate yield criteria for and charect rist4cs of -the goemreted waves. Specifically, sufficient conditions forgen4ar.ting third phonons are
430"+W2
and
k 3 aki+k2 ,1
where w and Z are the angular frequencies and wave vectors of the Lamb modes. The
generated third mode has an amplitude
A3 -A 0 5
(2)
where A and B are the amplitudes of the generating (pungi modes.
A Rectisa¶~y condition for Lamb mods second harmonic generation Is
V2 -V1(3)
where V1 and V are the velocities of the fundamental and the second harmonic Lam
mode. A goearafad second harmonic has an implitude
A a (A) x()
%whre.A1 IIs the amplitude of the funda. 4ntal #nodx Is the propagation distance,
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The criteria for generation,eqs. I and 3. are used to set up the pump modes for tha
two Interactions. The mean% of detection of possible generated modes Is on optical
probe where a laseor beam Interacts with-plate modes to yield a light reflection/diffraction pattern (1). The velocity and frequency of the constituent Lamb modes may be
obtained from this pattern, If harmonics are present, the diffraction pattern Is
asynimetric (2). Further, If a third phonon Is generated, than a third diffraction
pattern Is present.
RESULTS
In the second harmonic experiment. an asymmetric light diffraction pattern Is observed. Further, the asymmetry Increases with propagation distance, x. This effect
Is predicted by eq. it for a generated Lamb second harmoni c. Thus harmonic generation In Lamb modes is abuerved.
In the three-phonon Interaction experiment, a third diffraction pattern i1........
detected. The Lamb mode which creates the pattern has a velocity and frequency
which corresponds to the calculated values for a third phonon. Further, the ampiItude of this Lamib mode. as given by eq. 2, Is measured. Nonce the three-phonon
Interaction Is observed for plate modes.
REFERENCES
fl)W.G."ayer at al..J.Acoust.Soc.Am (1967)ýj, 1255.
(2)W.6.Hayar,T.H.Neighbors 1111,1roc.7thICAU97l)2,5O5.
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Nonspecular Ultrasonic Reflection From Thick Solid Plates

M. Behravesh, L.E. Pitts, and W.G. Mayer
Department of Physics, Georgetown University
20057
Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

Nonspecular reflection of an ultrasonic bounded beam from thick
plates in water are observed.

It Is shown that the reflected beam

profile does not only depend on the product frequency of the ultrasound times plate thickness, among other parameters,
the frequency alone.

Furthermore,

but also on

results !ndicate that a thick

plate may not be a valid approximation of an Infinite halfspace as
has been commonly assumed.
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I ITRODUCT ION
When a bounded ultrasonic beam is

Incident onto a solid plate Immersed

in a liquid there are a nuriber of angles of incidence,
a

called the Lamb angles,

at which nonspecular reflected beam effects are observed.

An ultrasonic

beum Incident at these angles satisfies the conditions under which vibrational
modes of the plate (Lamb modes) are excited.

These nonspecular effects at such

a liquid/solid-plate/liquid Interface (L/S/L) are similar to the ones observed
at a liquid/solid (L/S)

Interface. where the reflected beam may become much

wider than the Incident beam or may have an intensity profile quite different
These nonspecular reflections occur on an

from that of the Incident beam 25.

L/5 interface at only one angle of incidence,
the U/S6 and L/S/L

7

the Rayleigh angle. eR,

Both

cases have been treated theoretically.

Experimental observation of nonspecular effects of the L/S/L case have
been confined to a small range of values of fd (the product of frequency of the
ultrasonic- beam and place thickness),

10 <fd <14 (MHz.mm).

generally accepted that as one goes to hiqher values of fd,

It had been
it

Is no longer

possible to observe all of the predicted vibrational modes of the plate.
this case d becomes large enough so that in the limit L/S/L

*

In

U/S and this

infinite halfspace interface supports only one mode of vibration - the Rayleigh
mode.
However, the theoretical Investigation of the L/S/L case, predicts that
for incidence at the Lamb angle,

01, the profile of the reflected beam depends

not only on fd but also on f alone.
The purpose of this paper Is to give experimental evidence that:

(1) the

nonspecular reflected beam effects are present at larger values of fd than had

-2-

been observed before,

and

(2)

the reflected bean profile does Indeed depend

on the frequency of the incident ultrasound.

THEORETI CAL CONS IDERATIONS
Nonspecu'ar

reflection effects of L/S/L Interface can be described

in

terms of poles and zeroes of the infinite plane wave amplitude reflection
coefficient

7.

The real part of the pole location Is

related to the angles of

Incidence at which Lamb waves a-e generated on the plate, 0L - Re(p ).

These

angles can be expressed as - function of the prouuct fd.
The Imaginary part of the pole

locatior,

Im sinp

, is

related to a

parameter h defined as
hwhere W° -

(Im sinep)

(2fw 0/V),

W/coseL and W Is half of the Incident beam width;

velocity in the liquid.

V Is the sonic

The parameter h determines the profile of the reflected

beam and hence can be used to predict whether or not nonspecular effects are
observab le.
The nonspecular reflected beam effects are readlly observable for a
certain range of the h parameter,

0.1 <h <3.

For most solls

the value of

Im sine p is very small and therefore wide beams anl/or high frequencies are
needed to have an h value which is within this range.
for glass the value of.

*inO
si

p

Calculations show that

is- rather large that even for a relatively

narrow beam (19 mm width) and frequencies of the order of a MHz,
of h Is

the value

large enough to render the norspecular effects observable.

led to the select!on of, glass as thle. matirel to be investigated

This hes
In this paper.

Due to the dependence of the reflected beam profile on the parameter h,
one notes that for a particular Lamb mode of the plate,

I.e.

for a given fd

ii

-3-

and 0L one can change the h parameter (and thus the reflected beam profile)
by changing t. If this change in f is accompanied by the appropriate change
in d, the product fd will remain unchanged.

It should be noted that the value

of Im sinO P remains constant for a constant fd at a particular Lamb t,,de.
It is often assumed that for large values of fd the L/S/L case Is
essentially identical to the L/S halfspace.

In fact In all of the experimental

results dealing with the L/S case, a thick plate has been used as a valid
approximation of an Infinite halspace.

However, observe that even for a 15 mm

thick plate one cannot assume that the only mode of vibration Is the Rayleigh
mode,

Indicating that the halfspace approximation may not be reliable.

EXPERIMENT ANiD RESULTS
The experiment is done uses 3x3 inch square samples of glass of different
thicknesses.

The shear and longitudinal velocities of the glass used are

3445 m/sec and 5775 m/sec respectively.

The density of the samples is 2.49 gr/cm 3 .

The samples are Immersed in water and quartz transducers are used to generate
bounded ultrasonic beams of 19 mm width at frequencies of 2.9 and 16 MHz.
Schileren techniques are used to observe and photograph the reflected beam
profiles.

Nonspecular effects are observed when the angle of Incidence corresponds

to on-o of the Lamb angles, eL2 of the glass plate.
Figures I and 2 arc representative Schlieren photographs of the nonspecular
reflected beam effects that are observed when fd - 35.5 MHz.mm.

Each figure

represents a particular vibrational mode of the glass plate for a fixed fd, but
for different Lamb angle',

0L.

Part (a) In each figure corresponds to a frequency

of 2.9 MHz while part (b) corresponds to a frequency of 1I 11.4z.
The results clearly show that the nonspecular reflected beam effects are

.1:

-1w-

present even for the relatively high value of fd.

Comparing parts (a)

and (b)

In each figure. for the particular Lamb mode that It represents, one notices
that the profile of the reflected beam changes markedly with frequency as
predicted by the theory.
The theoretical description of the beam profile contains8 considerations
of specific poles of the reflection coefficient.
frequencies,

16 MHz as used in this experiment,

Theory predicts that at high
the reflected beam profile is

affected by a single pole, whereas at the low frequency of 2.9 MHz more than
one pole contributes to the reflected beam profile.

Since the existing theory

is based on an h-parameter defined for a single pole contribution, one notes
that the predictions of the reflected beam profile, as provided by the value of
the h-parameter,
as in part (b)

Is valid only when the contribution comes from a single pole,
of each figure.

pole contributes,

In the case of low frequencies more than one

and the multiple Intensity peaks and the wide trailino field

of the part (a) In each figure cannot be explained by the h-parameter.

These

facts are in agreement with the experimental results that are observid.

COI4CLUS IOtJ
Nonspecular reflected beam effects are observed from a glass plate Immersed
In water at an fd a 35.5 MHz.mm, a result Indicating that even for this high value
of fd one does not approach the configuration of an L/S halfspace,

and that the

Lamb modes of vibration are still present and observable.
For a given vibrational mode of the plate material the Intensity profile
of the reflected beam does depend on the frequency of the Incident sound as
predicted by theory.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.

Schlleren photographs of the nonspecular reflected bean effects

at water/glass-plate/water Interface for fd - 35.5 MHzimm.
(h) f - 2.9 MHz. d - 12.25 mm.
Sound

Figure 2.

(b)

f -

6 MHz, d -2.22

mm.

is Incident from the upper left side of the picture.

Schlleren photographr of the nonspecular r•eflected beam effects
at water/glass-plate/water

Interface for fd - 35.5 MHz.mm.

(a) f - 2.9 MHz, d - 12.25 mm.
Sound is

incident from the upper left side of the picture.

tI

I

(b) f - 16 MHz, d - 2.22 rnm.
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